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Topics

 New budgeting/convenience features

 New configuration features

 Major new feature:  Configurable P&L layouts
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New budgeting/convenience features

 Headcount reports:  Now fully support hourly (wage) employees

 Responsiveness enhancements: Snappier page transitions
Tip:  If you have Windows 10, Edge is blazingly fast compared to other browsers

 New hires: Can now hire and terminate within the same year

 Reviewing calculated accounts, and other read-only accounts: Now automatically 
shows the formula, along with a customized explanation depending on account type

(Previously you had to click a button “Show formula”)

 Projections: Additional on-screen explanatory text added (difference between ‘Update 
grid’ and ‘Recalc’)

 Raise/bonus sections: Dramatically improved performance in units with a large number 
of employees

New budgeting features
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 Spreading, across-the-board, other pages:  Now has a "Net unsaved 
changes" running total on screen
• Helps with rebalancing (moving amounts from one row to another, 

while leaving unit total the same)
• To rebalance:  Save when net unsaved changes equals $0

Illustration:

New budgeting features

Suppose we want to rebalance 
by moving $5,000 from here…

…to here
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 "Net unsaved changes“: Illustration

New budgeting features

Step 2: Increase other row by 
$5,000 and click Recalc.

Step 1: Reduce this row by 
$5,000 and click Recalc.

Net change is now $0; rebalance complete.  Save.
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New configuration features

 Account configuration:  Turn an account into a “Reference account”
• Assign an expiration fiscal year to an account
• In budgets after that year, the account is no longer visible and no longer included in 

budgeting

 Import configuration data:  Can now import benefit selections and their account 
mappings in one shot

 Export calculation defaults: Export only top-level rows and any “different” rows (instead 
of exporting every value for every unit)

 Configure units:  Setting to control whether “Allow headcount” and “Allow assets” are 
pre-selected when creating a new unit

 Configure units: Now able to automatically sort units by code

New configuration features
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 New headcount configuration options related to signoff:
• Allow signoff without reviewing headcount (if budget holder is not allowed to 

see headcount)
• Allow signoff without reviewing restricted accounts (if budget holder is not 

allowed to see these accounts)

 Define account calculations:  Sort/filter calculations

 Override Fiscal Year Lockout option:  Can now leave this permanently on

 Configure benefit classes: Additional on-screen explanatory text added (what is 
and is not included in ‘% of salary’)

New configuration features
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Major new feature:  Configurable P&L / Statement of Activities layouts

 Current P&L layout/format is designed for universal usage

 Can be limiting

Configurable P&L layout

Current P&L reports have a fixed 
structure:  Income/Expense/Net

Current P&L reports allow only 
one level of subtotals



 Clean, direct view of account data only allows for ready interpretation…

 …but we know that’s not enough
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Configurable P&L layout

“I need to have calculation and 
display of ratios, or other kinds of 

calculations, like EBITDA”

“I need to display driver or 
headcount values, and use them 

in calculations”
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Introducing the configurable P&L / Statement of Activities layout

 This is a mockup example in Excel (broken up into 3 pieces to fit on this slide)

Configurable P&L layout

Income, and a ratio

Direct expenses, 
and gross margin

Indirect expenses, 
and EBITDA
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A few things to note

Configurable P&L layout

Headcount values can be 
directly placed on report

Admin-defined text-
only rows

Admin-defined per-
row indention

Admin-selectable 
per-row styles

Any level of 
subtotals
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Enabled by a new feature:  Statistical accounts

 Statistical accounts are read-only calculations (or placeholders for driver/headcount values)

 New option for enhancing P&L reports

Configurable P&L layout
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Statistical accounts are treated as special-purpose calculated accounts

 New formulas available for statistical accounts:

Configurable P&L layout

Sum Sum of any set of accounts below this level (including other 
statistical accounts)

Subtotal Identical to Sum, but has some special rules and functions

Difference Difference between any two accounts below this level

Multiplication Product of any set of accounts below this level

Division Division of any two accounts below this level

Headcount The current headcount in the period.  Four varieties:  Starting, 
New hires, Departures, Net

Driver A driver value for the period
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In addition, the following existing calculated account formulas can be used 
for statistical accounts:

• [A]*[Account1]+…+…[H]*[Account8]

• [A]% of total compensation (and by EC)

• [Qty driver]*[Account X]

• [$ Driver] per head (and by EC)

• [$ Driver] * [Qty driver]

 One difference:  Statistical accounts have only one constant

(coefficient) per company – not one per unit

 No change to existing calculated accounts (which are tethered to

a G/L account)

Configurable P&L layout
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P&L layout configuration

 Managed with a new menu item:  Configure P&L layout

 There will be pre-defined, default P&L layout that mimics the existing P&L layout

• …and statistical accounts pre-defined that mimic the existing subtotals

• The default P&L layout can’t be edited or deleted

 You will be able to create multiple different P&L layouts, and then choose which one is to be 
deployed

• If you make a mistake you can always revert to the default P&L layout while you 
investigate

 We will provide documentation and support for this feature

 If you need assistance in implementing custom statistical accounts and P&L layout, you may 
engage our consulting services

Configurable P&L layout
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Caveats layout

Caveats

 Details may change or get deferred

 We anticipate a June/July release date
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Thank you

Thank you for all of your ideas, suggestions, and feedback

 We couldn’t do this without you!



Q&A

Thank you (again)!


